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Abstract. In this paper, we present a virtual shadow puppet play application
that allows real-time play of the puppet and gives the user the impression of
being a storyteller or a shadow play puppeteer. Through this tool, everybody
can be a puppeteer digitally regardless of the ability to perform the traditional
art.
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Introduction

Creating virtual storytelling application has been greatly simplified with the help of
computing and virtual environment technologies, and this has lead to a greater interest
among researchers and developers to work in this area. The great traditional shadow
puppet play called “wayang kulit” in Malaysia and Indonesia [1], is one of the
traditional storytelling arts which has given great impacts on the society. The success
of each show depends on the storyteller’s or the puppeteer’s ability to attract the
audience to watch and enjoy the show until the end of the performance. However, the
traditional shadow puppet play is no longer a popular show due to the proliferation of
the new media and art, and the lack of interest and the difficulty in mastering the art
among the younger generation. Therefore, a virtual tool for shadow puppet play is
very much needed to transform the traditional storytelling art into an interactive
virtual storytelling environment. Some recent efforts in this area include Lam et al. [2]
which introduced a method of modeling that models shadow puppet play using
sophisticated computer graphics techniques available in OpenGL and allows
interactive play in real-time environment as well as producing realistic animation, and
Lam and Talib [3] which proposed a method to improve the interaction of shadow
puppet play by applying both the texture mapping and blending techniques.
In this paper, we present a virtual shadow puppet play application based on our
previous work (Lam et al. [2], Lam and Talib [3]) that allows real-time play of the
puppet and gives the user the impression of being a storyteller or a shadow play
puppeteer. Through this tool, everybody can be a puppeteer digitally regardless of
their ability to perform the traditional art.
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Overview of thee Virtual Shadow Puppet Play

The main purpose of thee Virtual Shadow Puppet Play is to facilitate diggital
preservation of the traditio
onal art using leading edge technologies. The applicattion
enables user to choose th
he puppet, environment and music. Fig. 1 shows the
architecture of the Virtual Shadow Puppet Play which consists of Puppets (Pupppets
and the animation), Record
ding (Recording of the play) and GUI (user interface, layyout
for the music and puppets).
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the Virtual Shadow Puppet Play

The Virtual Shadow Pu
uppet Play application provides three different levelss of
users namely novice, interm
mediate and expert users. The mode for the novice userrs is
based on a virtual joystick that is used to control the puppets as shown in Fig. 22(a).
Four directions of movemeent are provided namely up, down, left and right. A muusic
button is also provided for the
t novice users. The mode for intermediate users proviides
the flexibility in choosing the
t puppets, and the music, and in controlling the leveel of
brightness of the lighting as shown in Fig. 2(b). The user needs to use the mouse and
ppets instead of the virtual joystick. Besides, this mode aalso
keyboard to control the pup
provides several more anim
mations. Expert users can perform with more puppets (w
with
10 predefined puppets), mu
usic (with 7 predefined music) and levels of brightnesss of
the lighting. Expert userss can only use the keyboard to control the pupppets.
Furthermore, in this mode the application also provides a recording function for the
show being played. Fig. 3 shows a snapshot of the virtual shadow puppet play.
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Fig. 2. Interfface for (a) Novice Users, (b) Intermediate Users
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Fig. 3. The Virtual Shadow Play
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Conclusion

In our approach to virtual shadow puppet play, the puppets are created as close as
possible to the traditional puppets. Our approach has been implemented in a general
framework called the Virtual Shadow Puppet Play which allows the users to play the
shadow play interactively in real-time anywhere and anytime.
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